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On the Property Px of Locally Compact Groups

A. Derighetti1)

Introduction

A locally compact group G (with a left Haar measure dx and modular function
AG) is said to hâve property Px if for every s>0 and every compact subset K of G

there exists sel} (G) with ||j||i 1 and supX6K JG \s(xy)s(y)\ dy<e. This suggests,
for a gênerai locally compact group G, studying the minimum qx of ail non-negative
real numbers A such that for every e>0 and every compact subset K of G there exists

s>0 with |Mli l eLndsupxeKjG\s(xy)-s(y)\dy<À+e.
We prove (theorem 6) that qx < 1 implies property Px (in fact a stronger resuit is

obtained). In other words from qx^0 it follows Qi^l. An extension to the case of
L1 (G/H), with H satisfying property Pl9 is given in section 2 (theorem 7).

The regular représentation of G weakly contains the one dimensional identity
représentation iG of G if and only if G has property Px. This leads us to consider,
for an arbitrary unitary continuous représentation n of G acting on a Hilbert space

JP(n)9 the supx<=Gmf,m|Bal supxeK\(n(x) £, £)-l| denoted d(n).
We remark that n weakly contains iG if and only if d(n)=0. It is therefore pos¬

sible to consider d{n) as the "distance" from iG to n.

For a large class of n (including those obtained by inducing the identity from
closed subgroups) a stronger result is obtained (theorem 13): d(n)^l if and only if

n does not weakly contain iG.

In the last part we prove a property similar to property Pt but valid for arbitrary
G (corollary 16) : For every s > 0 and every compact subset K of G there exists sel} (G)

with s^O, lGs{x)dx=\ and sup*^ lxs^||E<fi where ||^||E is the norm of s as an

élément of the full C°°-algebra of G.

The author would like to thank Professor K. Chandrasekharan and Professor G.

W. Mackey for advice and many valuable discussions. Also many thanks are due to

Professor P. Eymard for his helpful suggestions.
The main results of this paper had been announced in the Notices of the Amer.

Math. Soc. 17 (1970), p. 822 and 17 (1970), p. 958.

1. Some Results on L1 (G)

In what follows, G is a locally compact group with unit élément e. We use the

following notations:

x) This work was supportée by the Fonds National Suisse de la recherche scientifique.
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(resp.) JO is the set of ail finite (resp. compact) subsets of G,

b{x) <l>{axb) <t>eCG9 a,beG;

AG(x)fx where feLx(G).

is the convex hull of {Ax \ xeG}. Jt is the set of ail means on L00 (G). Let M be

an élément of *Jt, then we set a(M) sup{|M(JC0) M(0)| | xeG,
Finally we define L+ (G) to be the set of all/eL1 (G) which are non-négative and

hâve iZ-norm equal to one.

PROPOSITION 1. Ifthere exists a non-negative A such that, for every e>0 and

every Fe&', there is an seL+ (G) with maxxeF ||^-x^|li < A+e, then the set {MeJt |

a(M)^A} is non empty.

Proof It is possible to associate to every seL+ (G) a linear functional Ls on

L°°(G) by setting Ls(0)=JG <j)(x)s(x) dx. We have {LS \ seL+(G)}cz<Jf. For e>0
and Fe^, the set {Ls \seL+ (G), supzei7||z_1 ss^ks+à} is denoted AFe. By as-

sumption ^4Fe/0. The inequality |Ls(z^>)-Ls(0)|<||(/>|| ||Z_1 ss\\t (seL+ (G), zeG

and ^eL°°(G)) implies that for every M in the ^(L00', L°°)-closure £F>6 of AFfB we

have maxxeir|Af (X<^) Âf (^>)| ^ II^Hoo (A+e) for every 06L°°(G).
It is easy to verify that {AFjS | Fe^", e>0} has the finite intersection property; a

£>0}. Then from the a(L°f, L°°)-compactness of Je it

e>0} is non empty. Let M be any élément of this set

fortiori so does {BF
s

follows that C]{bf,e
and x an arbitrary élément of G. We have MeBx e

for every e>0. This implies

|AfQ0) Af(0)|^(AH-a) H^lloo for every 0eL°°(G). This inequality is satisfied for

every xeG therefore we have a(M)<A+e, i.e. a(

Remark. See ([9] p. 179 and [10]) for the case A 0.

We observe that for MeJt and geL+(G) the map which associâtes to every

(G) the number M (g* * 0) is an élément Mg of ~#.

LEMMA 2. IfMeJt andgeL+ {G), then

J
G

/. We can assume that both/and 0 are différent from 0. Choose an arbitrary
fi>0. It is possible to find heL+(G) with ||/z*/*g-/*glii<*/ and

/ e s \
Hfc*g--glli <*/ where rj min ^ttTt)1

\3||/||l H 9 II
oo 3ll^lloo/
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This clearly implies
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\Mg{f**<t>)-M{{h*f*g)**4>)\<

and

J7m dx

(1)

(2)

If we take into account the fact that the mapping x\-+x(h**<j>) of G into Cb{G) îs

continuous, we see that we can find a finite subset {Xj}"=0 of G and disjoint Borel
subsets {Aj}nJ=0 of G such that U"=o A} G and

*h**è Y a, (h**è)
» /Lmi JXJ \ I /

where ûj=f^ (/*^)*(^) dx. We therefore hâve

M/.,(****)-(j/«g(x)<fr)jWi
G

In the same way we get

J/(*)<faM,.,(0)- J/.g(*)toM,W)

(3)

a (M) |M|« J/w. (4)

From (1), (2), (3) and (4) it finally follows

Mg(f **<}>)- jf(x)dxMg(<f>) <

G G

For/eL1 (G) we dénote by d(f) the infimum of {\\Af\\t \ Aesé).

PROPOSITION 3. For arbitrary fel}(G) and M in Jt the following inequality
holds:

(1 - a (M)) d (/) < (1 + a (M)) J /(x)

Proo/. We can assume d(f)>0. In this case there exists

Re la Af(x) $(xjdx> 1 for every Aesf and ||0||x

such that

From (ÂJ)**$(z)=iGAz-iAf(y)(t>(y)dy it follows that l<ReMg((4/")**#)
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for arbitrary geL+ (G) and every Aes/. By lemma 2 we therefore hâve

229

jf(x)dx \Mg(<t>)\ + «(M)\\ct>\\00(\\Af\\1

for every Aes/, i.e.

d(f)< [f{x)dx +a J'M dx

LEMMA 4. If for {/B}f= i
<=Ll (G) we hâve

jfH(x)dx 0, 1<«<M,

then

inf max sup {mj g(x)dx 0, max ¦}

Proof. We dénote by LM the right hand side of the above inequality. For M 1

there is nothing to prove. Assume that for arbitrary £>0 there exists A'estf with

max^^M-! IM7Jli<6+iM-i. We can find ,4"e^ such that

+6. JG^/M^=0and IM7Mlli<ll/Mlli^Mimply WA'A'fuWtu
For l^/i<M-l we hâve ||^i4'/B||1<||^'/ll||1<8+LM_1<8+LM. To conclude

the proof of the lemma it is enough to take A=A"A'.

PROPOSITION 5. Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group. For every feL1 (G)

and every Ketf we hâve

inf
Ae&xeK

[
J

Proof. Let e be an arbitrary positive real number. We can find U an open neigh-
borhood of e such that yeU implies \\yff 111 < fi/2. On the other hand we can choose

a finite set {an}^=lc:K with (J^=i Uan^>K. By lemma 4 there exists ,4ej/ such that

mzxJA{aJ -f)h< fi/2

+ sup|d(g)| J j

^ e/2 + sup

max
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Therefore we obtain

sup 11,(4/") - 4/1li < e + 2 sup \d{g) | HglU < II/IU, fg(x) dx o\.
yeK l J J

GG

Remarks.

1) The idea of this proof cornes from [9] p. 176-177. However our formulation is

more gênerai.

2) It follows from prop. 5 that if G is a locally compact group such that/eL1 (G)

with \Gf(x) dx 0 implies rf(/) 0, then G has property P±. In fact, only functions

/with Jg/(jc) c/x=0 are used in the proof given in [9] p. 176-177.

THEOREM 6. Ifthere exists k with 0<A<l, such that for every e>0 and every

Fe^ one canfind seL+ (G) with maxyeF||^s\\±<X+e, then G has property Px.

Proof. By proposition 1 there exists MeJ" with <x(M)^À; from proposition 3 it

follows that for every/eL1 (G) (1 -X) </(/)< (1 +A) |JG/(*) <6c|. Finally proposition
5 and the assumption 0^A< 1 imply that G has property Px.

Remarks.

1) In fact we hâve proved a stronger resuit. Namely, for every feL1 (G) and for every

2) Let q* be the least non-negative real number X such that for every e > 0 and every
FelF there exists an seL+ (G) with maxxeF \\xS-s\\i <X+e. Replacing ^ by Jf" we

define qx in the same way. By prop. 1, 3 and 5 we hâve

sup |d(g) | Jg(x) dx 0, HglU < il ^ QÎ < Ql

<2supjd(g)| \g(x)dx 0, HglU < il.

Theorem 6 is équivalent to the following assertion: q*< 1 implies (^ =0.

2. Extension to the Case of L11

Let if be a closed subgroup of G with a left Haar measure dÇ, the modular function
idH and let gbea strictly positive continuous solution of the functional équation

q(xÇ)=q(x) AH(Ç) JG(<^)"1 for xeG and ÇeH; dx is the corresponding quasi-invari¬
ant measure on GjH. We set x (y, x)=q (yx) qix)"1 where x, y e G and i=xfiT= 7iH (x).

Define a map of L1 (G) onto L1 (G/F) by

H

and dénote by L+ (G/#) the set {seÛ (GjH) \ \\sh 1,
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THEO REM 7. If H has property Pt and if there exists O^A<1 such that, for
every s>0 and Fe^ there is some seL+ (G/H) with maxy6F JG/H \xiy~1, x) sÇy'1*)--
s(x)\dx<e+À, then G has property Pv

Proof It is enough to prove that the assumptions of theorem 6 are satisfied.

Choose Fe^ and e>0 arbitrarily. Clearly there is some s'eL+ (G/H) which is con-
tinuous, has compact support, and satisfies

f \x(y~\ *) s' (y~\ x) - s' (x)\ dx < X + e/2 for every yeF.
G/H

Let P be a Bruhat function for the closed subgroup H. Then by the définition of /?,

fi=stnHpq is continuous and has compact support on G, and $Gfi(x)dx=l. We

verify that

supp(y-i/i -/i) c= (F supp/0 u supp/! for every yeF.

Then if we use a slight modification of the argument given in [9] p. 116, taking into

account the définition of dx, we can conclude that there exists an sleL+ (H), con¬

tinuous and with compact support on H, such that

y-^A-â) (x

G H

dx

y-1/1-/i)lli+fi/2 forevery yeF.

Defining

s{x)
H

we hâve ^^0 and

f s(x)dx f (j M
G H GH G

»

si(£)dÇ l9 i.e. seL+(G).
G H

Observe that

Therefore we hâve

j
G/H
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for every yeFi.Q.

max ||y-is - sld < X + e.

1) This proof is a modification of the one for the case where H is normal and where

Pt holds for G/H and H ([9] p. 169).

2) For A 0 a différent proof of theorem 7 has already been obtained ([3]).
As above, define Jt (G/H) as the set of ail means on L00 (G/H) ; and for

set

a (M) sup{|M(» - M (0)| | ||0|L < 1, xeG}.

It is also possible ([3]) to formulate a version of property Pl9 for G/H:
G/His said to hâve property Pu if for every Keiï and e > 0 there is some seL+ (G /H)

with

sup HxC*"1, Ox-ts-slli <e.

PROPOSITION 8. Le/ A^O. jy/or every ^>0 a«J ^v^r^ FeJ^ there exists some

SEL+(G/H)with

max \\x(x~\ )*-! s-slU <A + 8,

a (M)<2} w non-empty.
The proof is exactly the same as for proposition 1.

L1 (G) acts on L00 (G/#) in the following way : if/eL1 (G) and <£eL°° (G/#), then

the function lt-*$Gf(x) <\>{xï) dx is an élément 7**0eLoo(G//f) (see [7] and [8]).

For arbitrary geL+ (G) and Me *df(G/H) the map which associâtes to every (j> eL00 {GjH)
the number M(g**(f>) is an élément Mg of ^{GfH). Similarly to lemma 2 one can

prove that for MeJe{GjH)9fel} (G), 0eL°° (G/H) and #eL+ (G) the inequality

holds, provided that His compact and hg=g for every heH2). We were not abJe to

drop the assumption on the compactness of H. In the case a(M)=0, but for an

arbitrary closed subgroup H and arbitrary geL+ (G), the preceding resuit is due to

F. P. Greenleaf ([7] p. 303-304).

2) The compactness of H is used only to assert the existence of such a g.
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PROPOSITION 9. For every Me^{G/H) and every finite subset {fl9...,fp}of
1} (G) we hâve

(a) ifa(M) Othen

inf max
Aesi

\ dx

(b) if H is compact then

(1 - a (M)) inf max \\THA ^ < (1 + a(M)) max J/,M dx

Proof. We dénote by E the cartesian product of p copies of L1 (GjH) and define

on Ea, norm topology asfollows: ||t;|| =max1^y<pll^-lli where v=(vl9..., vp). We can

assume that d=mîAe^ max1<7^p ||TH4/}|li is positive. Then we can find a continuous
linear functional $ on E such that Rç4>((THAfl9..., THAfp))^l for every Aes/ and

\\4>\\ lld. ClearJy ||0|| =£?=1 H^-L where 0 (^,..., 0P) and ^.eL°°(G/i/). For
and every ^gj/ we hâve

In case (a) we choose an arbitrary geL+ (G). We hâve

Mg ((1/7)* * £,) J /, (x) dx) Mg (^.)

for every Aef and 1 <y^/?. We therefore obtain

p

< max
j

1/d.

This inequality implies (a).

It remains to prove case (b). We can find geL+ (G) such that hS=S f°r every
heH. This implies (see above comment)

+ a (M) ||0|| <ma

for each A es/. We therefore hâve

I max
j

G

+ max
j

max
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Remarks.

1) For a(M) 0 and \Gfs dx=0 (1 <;</>) prop. 9 is due to P. Eymard ([3] p. 8-9).

Using it, he proves an analogue of theorem 6 for G/H in the case A 0. Except
for H compact, which is then a spécial case of theorem 7, we were not able to

obtain a complète analogue of theorem 6 for GjH.
2) If H has property Pt we hâve (by [9] p. 174) infAejg\\THAf\\t=d(f) for every

3. Other Generalizations and Applications to the Study oîP(G)

Let n be an arbitrary unitary continuous représentation acting on the Hilbert

space Jf(n). Directly related to d(n) (defined in the introduction) is

q (n) sup inf sup \\n(x) Ç - {||.
KeXT II-SH X xeK

We hâve in fact iQ(n)2^d(n)^Q(n). If we replace Jf by «f we define Q*(n) and

d*(n), which satisfy the same types of inequaJities.
Let A (n) be the set of ail continuous positive definite functions associated to n

and £ A (n) the set of ail finite sums of éléments of A (n). We recall ([4] p. 371) that

n weakly contains n' if and only if A (nr) lies in the compact-open closure of Y,A (n).
The following proposition is just slightly différent from theorem 1.5 ([4] p. 374) and

lemma 2.2. ([5] p. 246). Nevertheless, we indicate a direct proof avoiding Banach-

algebra techniques.

PROPOSITION 10. n weakly contains an irreducible représentation n if and only

if A(n) is in the compact-open closure of A (n).

Proof. \&tp be an arbitrary élément of A(%}. We hâve to show that if/? lies in

the compact-open closure of £ A (n) then p is already contained in the compact-open
closure of A (n). It is easy to verify that p/p (e) is in the compact-open closure of

| #eZ A(n), q(e)>0} and that {q/q(e) \ qeYdA(n), q(e)>0} is contained in

É A 00» where Po dénotes the set {ueP (G) \ u (e) 1}. The relation PQ n £ A (n)

c co (Po n A (n)) implies that/? (e) ~ xp is in the compact-open closure of co (Po n A(n)).
A fortiori p{e)~~1p lies in the a(P(G\ L1 (<7))-closed convex hull cô(P0 n A(n)) of

Po n A(n). The a{P(G), L1 (G))-compactness of cô(P0 n A(n)) and the irreducibility
of n' imply ([2] p. 440) that p(e)~xp (an extremal point of cô(P0 n A(n))) is in the

a{P{G\ l/CG^-closure of Po n A(n). By D. A. Raikov ([1] p. 260) for every KeJf
and £>0 there exists an rj>0 and a finite set {fj}nj==1c:L}(G) such that uePo and

ljG/iW(^(^)"VW-«W)^l<^ (Kj<n) imply supxeK\p(e)-lp(x)-u(x)\<
<p(e)"1 e. If we choose qeP0 n A(n) such that
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we finally get

sup \p(x) - q'
xeK

< e where q' p(e)qeA(n).

COROLLARY 11. A continuons unitary représentation n ofG weakiy contains the

one-dimensional identity représentation iG of G if and only ifd(n) 0.

PROPOSITION 12. Let n be an unitary continuons représentation of G such that

d(n)<l. Thenfor every fel)(G) we hâve

J/w dx

Proof a) For every feC00(G) (set of ail complex-valued continuous functions
with compact support) with/^0 we hâve (1 d{n)) \Gf (x) dx^ ||7r(/)||.

We can assume Jg/M dx>0. For every ae(O, (1 d(n)) JG/(x) dx) we can find

in) such that ||{|| 1 and

sup \(n(x)Ç,Ç)-l\<d(n)-
jcesupp/ l + J/(x)

G

This implies clearly that

J7(x)(«(xK,{)<fc - jfdx

dx

G

From

<e /(x) dx.

j(n(x)t9t)f(x)dx

it follows that

W)\\>{l-d{n))ff(x)dx~.

for every ee(05 (1 -d(n)) \Gf(x) dx). This proves a).

b) For every/eCooC^) with/>0 we have ||tc(/)|| =Jg/ dx. Let us assume that

there exists foeCoo(G) such that fo>O and ||7t(/o)^Jg/o dx. We clearly have

W/o)ll < Jg/o dx and therefore (by a)) ||tc(/0)|| >0. Considéré \\n(/0)l "xf0. For

arbitrary neN we have JG/1(B)^=(JG/1)n and \\n(f^)\\^l where /1(")=/1*-»/1
(w-times). Assertion a) implies that (l-d(n)) (Jg/x dxf^l for every neN. But on

the other hand this inequality is not satisfied for n> -Jog(l -d(n))llog jGft dx.
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c) From b) it follows that for every real-valued/e Coo (G) we hâve

< ||7r(/)||. Let/beanarbitrary functionin C00(G). WQC&nwritQ$Gf dx=\\Gf dx\ei
It follows that

Jfdx J Re(e~wf)

Finally

implies

fdx

By continuity this inequality extends to L1 (G).

THEOREM 13. Assume that G acts continuously on a locally compact space X

and that X admits a quasi-invariant Radon measure \x with modular function x- Let n

be the représentation of G in L2(X, ii) defined by n(x) ç x(x~1, -)1/2 <p. Ifd(n)<\,
then n weakly contains iG.

Proof. By définition of n, \\n{f)\\ ||tt(/)|| for every feL1 (G). Then by prop. 12

This inequality permits us to finish the proof (by [11] théorème 1).

Remark. An important exemple of a représentation of the above kind is the

unitary représentation UiH induced on G by the one dimensional identity représenta¬
tion iH of an arbitrary closed subgroup H of G.

Let n be a représentation of G of the type described in theorem 13. It makes sensé

to define

q^u) sup inf sup \\x(x~\ -)x-i s - s^
Ketf seLHX,n),s>0 JceJK

and £Î(fl). It is straightforward to verify that

Taking into account thèse inequalities, theorem 6, corollary 11 and theorem 13,

we can deduce the following:

COROLLARY 14. Let n be an unitary représentation ofG obtained as in theorem

13. Then the following statements are équivalent:
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(i) % does not weakly contain iG,

(ii) </(«)> 1

(iii)c(n)>l
(iv) Qt(n)^l

Moreover for n=U{e> thepreceding assertions are équivalent to:

(V)(?Î(*)>1
(Vi) «/«(b)^.

Remark. H. Leptin introduced (see Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 72 (1966), p. 870 and

Proc. Math. Soc. 19 (1968), p. 489) the following invariant:

/(G) sup inf \&?) I u6Jf, m(17) >ol.
k*x (.m (17) J

He proved that

1 if G has property Pt,
if not.

We were not able to relate directly I(G) with q19 q*u d(Ui{e)) and d*(UHe)).

4. On the C*-Algebra of G

Let B(G) be the complex linear span of P(G). The supremum norm closure of the

convex hull of the left (or right) translates of an arbitrary ueB(G) contains a unique

constant fraction, denoted M(u). M defines ([6] p. 59-61) a linear functional on

B(G) satisfying the following conditions: (i) M(aub) M(u), (ii) M(û) M(u) and

PROPOSITION 15. For everyfinite subset {/1?...,/} ofD{G) we hâve

inf max ||4/}IIe= max fj(x)dx (*)

G

Proof. We first remark that for/ geL1 (G) and ueB(G) we hâve

ff*u(x)g(x)dx ju(x)f**g(x)dx

where \\u\\ dénotes the norm of u as élément oï the dual of the C*-algebra of G. We

therefore hâve/* ueB(G). From the uniform continuity of u it follows that for every
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e>0 we can find disjoint Borel subsets {Aj}J= x of G and {xj}J= x cG such that

<e where Cj f{x)dx.

Using (i) and (iii) we obtain

M(f*u)- [ f dxM(u) <e, i.e. M(f*u)= [ f dxM{u).
G G

For every Aesf and/eL1 (G) we hâve

This implies that the l.h.s. in (*) is not smaller than the r.h.s. To prove the last part
of the theorem we can proceed as in prop. 9. Let d be the l.h.s. We can assume d>0.
Then there exists a continuous linear functional </> on the product of « copies of B(G)
such that ||0|| 1/rf and Re<£(4/*)^1 for every Aesf (where Af=(Af1,...,Afn)).
CJearly ||0||=Xi=i Il«ill where 0 O*i>--> ^«) and UjgB(G). From

E (Afj)**uj(x)

it follows that

i.e.

Max JM*) dx

COROLLARY 16. For everyfel}{G) and every KeJf we hâve
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